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AutomatedTestingof PCM
CommunicationsEquipmentwith a Single
Self-Contai
ned Instrument
Microprocessorcontrolof multiplesources and detectors
within this compact instrumentachievesa new level of
automationfor voice-channelmeasurementsin PCM
multiplex equipment.
by Robert Pearson, Mark Dykes, Virgil Marton, Andrew
Batham, and Mike Bryant

N RECENT YEARS, the telephone network has seen a
I
substantial growth in both the number of subscribers
I
I and the rate at which subscribers use its services. This
has prompted telephone operating companies to look to
transmission and switching systems based on pulse code
modulation (PCM) to provide the needed extra capacity.
As a result, there has been a rapid growth in the manufacture and installation of PCM multiplex equipment, and
a corresponding demand for instruments that can test it.
A large number of performance characteristics that
should be met between the analog input and analog output
terminals (A-A) of a PCM multiplex system has been recommended by the International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee ICCITT) and other international
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bodies working on the standardization of PCM systems. In
addition, discussion continues on the digital aspects ofthe
multiplex and although recommendations have so far been
limited mainly to the encoding and decoding characteristics and the digital interfaces, it is clear that performance
criteria for the transmit (A-DJ and receive (D-A) halves will
soon be defined. The development of an instrument that
addresses itself to this large range of measurementsincluding many that are unique to PCM systems-has required a new approach to instrument design.
The Hewlett-Packard Model JzTgAlB Primary Multiplex
Analyzer, Fig. 1, is the result of this new approach. It is a
complete measurement system containing both analog
transmitter and receiver sections packed into a sinsle en-

Fig. 1. Model 3779AlB Prrmary
Multiplex Analyzer provides
multimeasurementcapability for
testlng PCM equipment The
37794 shown here rs intended
primartlyfor European30-channel
P C M s y s t e m s .T h e 3 7 7 9 8 a c commodatesthe NorthAmerican
24-channelsystem.
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PCM Transmission Svstems
beenan analogtransmlsThe telephonenetworkhas traditionally
systems
sion system,but sincethe mid-1960'sdigitaltransmission
(PCM)havebecomeestablished
as
basedon pulsecode modulation
for,analogsystems.Theadvantages
an alternative
to,or a substitute
of PCM are clear:
in the repeaters,
thereis littleproBecauseof pulseregeneration
gressivedeteriorationof a signal on long-haultransmisstons,
telephonecallsup to the standardof local
bringinglong-distance
calts.
Signalinginformation(dial pulses,ringingand engaged tones,
etc.) is easilyhandled,as is data traffic.
multiplexed
Manychannels(speechor data)can be time-division
to sharethe same cable pair, resultingin substantialsavingsin
capacityto meettoday's
outsideplantand an increasein netvvork
rapid growthin demand.
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system,the digitalsignal
Fig. 1. i n a bastcPCM transmrssion
(PCM stream)betweenthe multtplexests regeneratedat approximatelyone-mtle(1.6-kilometre)
intervals.
'1
A basicPCMtransmission
systemis shownin Fig. . Thecablepair
thatusedto carryone speechchannelbetweentwo exchangesnow
carries24 or 30, Sincethis cablewas originallydesignedto handle
signalsthat have a bandwidthof 3.4 kHz and now carriesdigital
networkshave been
signalsat 1.5 or 2 Mb/s,the line equalization
The coding permits
removedand replacedby digitalregenerators.

Fig. 3, Ihe European3l-channel systemuses a f ramealignmentsignalin time slot0 to identifyeachspeech channel'and
a multiframealignmentstgnaltn time slot 16 to allow signaling
informationassoclated with each channel to be distributed
throughouta l6Jrame multiframe.The 3779A ls designed to
interfacewith this syslem.
dc powerto be fed down the signalcable (Fig 2).
A modern prrmarylevel multiplexsamples each of 24 (North
America)or 30 (Europe)audiospeechchannelsat an B-kHzrate.The
multiplexing
samplesare digitizedand combinedby time-division
intoa serialdigitalpulsestream.On the receiveside,thesamplesare
and decoded back to analogsignals.
demultiplexed
hastakenplaceon thedetailsof the
A greatdealof standardization
PCM equipment,land two dominantsystemshave emerged,both
based upon an B-kHzratefor samplingthe audio signals.Clearly,
bits in the PCM streamthat
there have to be some identification
enablethe receivehalfof a PCM multiplexto decodethe serialbit
howthisisachieved.Ineachcase,only
stream.Figs.3 and 4 illustrate
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Fig.2. TheAMI (alternatemarkrnversion)linecode elimtnates
the dc componenttn the srgnal,ailowrngdc power to be f ed to
the regenerators.Whereno externalclock is supplied, clock
recovery from the signal is helped by usrng HDB3 (high
densitybipolar) coding, whtch elimrnates/ong slrlngs of 0's.
Any four consecutive0's are replaced by 000Vor B00Vwhere
V is a recognizablecode vtolationand B is a mark that ts
insertedto force successlveviolattonsto alternatetn sign. ln
NorthAmeilca, it is more common to use AZS (all zero suppression)which replacesany digitrzedsampleof eight 0's by
0000 0010 at the btnarylevel.
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Fig.4. ln the NorthAmencan24-channelsystem,framealignment and multiframealignmenttnformatton(more commonly
referredto as terminalframing,F7,and srgnahngframing, Fs)
rame sequence.Signaling
are both carrtedtn a one-bit-per-f
informationcan be accammodated by stealing one bit per
channeleverv6th frame. The37798 has been developedfor
thls syslem.

the output
but thisrepresents
eightbits pertime slotaretransmitted,
ot a 12-or 13-bitA-D converterthat has been compressedto eight
(B
fashion.A complementary
expansron
bitsin a pseudo-logarithmic
bits to 12 or 13 bits) is performedprior to D-A conversionin the
receivehalfof a multiplex.In thisway,the numberol bitstransmitted
per channelsampleis minimizedwhilegood signal{o-noiseperformance is maintainedfor a wide rangeof signallevels.
References
1. CCITTOrangeBook Recommendations
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2. K.W Cattermole, Principlesof PulseCode Modulation,'llitfeBooks Lld. 1969

closure. Send signals include single tones, multiple tones,
and band-limited noise. The receiver section has tunable
narrow-band filters, a notch filter, several bandpass filters,
and both average and rms detectors. Level control is by a
programmable attenuator in the transmitter and autoranging in the receiver. The analog measurement capabilities of
the 3779AlB are thus applicable to any voice channel, including FDM (frequency division multiplexed) equipment,
although it is anticipated that the main use for this instrument will be in PCM systems.
Optional digital transmitter and digital receiver modules
provide for A-D and D-A measurements. The digital transmitter generates a complete PCM frame format with
selected time slots loaded with test patterns, whlle the
digital receiver can align onto a PCM stream and extract
information from the pertinent time slots. These options
also fit into the mainframe.
By having this hardware designed around a microprocessor, the instrument's measurement capability has been
much enhanced. The microprocessor controls the circuitry
so as to perform a whole string of different actions (signal
routing, filter selection, etc.) that together form a fully automatic measurement routine, such as swept frequency response. More than 60 different measurement routines,
listed in Table I, are preprogrammed. The 377SA/B readily
switches modes between A-A, A-D and D-A tests and a
built-in data modem makes end-to-end (E-E) measurements
between two distant instruments possible. Extensive selftest routines are also included.
The instrument is available in two versions. Model
3779A provides measurements according to CEPT (Conference of European Post and Telecommunications) recommendations while Model 3779B provides measurements
according to Bell recommendations. Either one is powerful
enough to automate production and acceptance testing
while being sufficiently portable for use in commissioning
and maintenance. Yet, they retain a flexibility in manual
control that makes them useful to R and D personnel in the
continuing development of PCM systems.
Multichannel Operation
PCM multiplex systems,usually called PCM multiplexes,
are, by their very nature, multichannel devices and so the
3779AlB has been designed to drive the HP Model 3777A
Channel Selector, a bidirectional 30-way switch, through
the HP-IB.* An initial programming stage defines the
parameters of each channel independently in respect of
impedance, balance,relative levels at input and output, and

whether 2- or 4-wire. The instrument's processor refers to
this list each time a channel is selected. Up to 256 channels
may be specified this way, requiring control by the 3779A/B
of nine or more 3777A Channel Selectors.
Although there are many ways of using the 3779A/B, a
common measurement configuration for testing a PCM
multiplex is shown in Fig. 2. During A-A tests, the PCM
stream at the terminal output is looped through the 377SA1B
from the optional digital receiver to digital transmitter back
to the terminal input. By making the connections in this
way, the 377SAIB can perform A-A, A-D and D-A tests
without the need to recable for each mode.
Simplified Control
As a result of the advance of technology in recent years, it
is now possible to gather in one instrument a large amount
of measurement hardware. Just as in the caseof an LSI chip,
where the capability of the device becomes limited by the
number of pins available rather than the internal circuitry,
so does front-panel control of the functions of a modern

Table l. Measurement capabilities of the 3779A/8.
Measurements

A-A

Gain'....
High-accuracy gain
Gain using peak codes
Digital mW gain

A-D

D-A

E-E

.
.

Gainvsfrequency
Gain vs level using noise (3779A only)
Gain vs level using tone
Gain vs level using peak codes
Gain vs level using sync 2-kHz
Pedestal (coder offset)
Idle channel noise psophometric
(3779Aonly)
Idle channel noise C-message
(3779Bonly)
Idle channel noise 3-kHz flat
Idle channel noise selective
Noise-with-tone
Quantizing distortion using tone
Quantizing distortion using noise
[3779A only)
Intelligiblecrosstalk
Intermodulation using two tones
Intermodulation using four tones
(37798 only)
Discrimination against
out-of-band inputs
Spurious out-of-band outputs
Spurious in-band outputs
Return loss (Tx and Rx)
Impedance balance (Tx and Rx)
Signal balance
E&Msignalingdistortion
Analog level
Digital level
Remote alarms (3779,{ only)
M u l t i f r a m e a l i g n m e n t ( 3 7 7 9 A ,o n l y )
Frame alignment (37794. only)
L o c a l a l a r m s ( 3 7 7 9 , 4 ,o n l y )
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*HP-lB:the HP interlacebus, Hewlett-Packard
s mplementation
of ANSI/IEEE
4BB-1978.
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PCM
Terminal

HP 37794/8
x Anrlyzer
Pdmary

PCM
Stream

Fig. 2. A typical measurement
configurationfor A-A, A-D, and
D-A testing of a PCM terminal.
Control of the 3777A Channel
Selectorand a printerts entirelyby
the3779AlBby wayof the HPinterface bus.
complex instrument become a real problem. The 377SAlB
avoids the need for a potentially confusing array of dials
and switches by using a special-purpose keyboard and an
interactive CRT display. Easeof use is a major benefit resulting from this approach.
An important concept is that control of the 3779A/B is at
the measurement level rather than the functional level. The
user selects GAIN, for example, and enters frequency, level
and so on instead of tuning an oscillator and setting an
attenuator. An area ofthefront-panel keyboard (see Fig. 3) is
designated MEASUREMENT.When the GAIN key is pressed,
for example, a display is presented on the CRT that describes the measurement in terms of its parameters, in
this case the number of channels to be tested, the signal
frequency and level, and the result limits (Fig. 4). These
default values for the parameters are preprogrammed, as is
the structure of the measurement defining the selection of
hardware functions and the sequence of actions within the
measulement. Although the default values are stored in
ROM the user can modify any parameter to suit the specific
test procedure by using the cursor control keys to position

tIl

lI

tLJ

t-,

D-A,andE-E
similarlistsexistforA-D,
*,1il::il#ments.
Microprocessor Control
The use of processor control in the 3779A/B gives several
benefits in the running of measurements:
r The complete measurement runs automatically, performing a series of actions at each of a number of measurement
points (e.g. different frequencies in a GAIN V. FREQtest)
and, if required, repeating for each of a number of channels.

l*

Fig. 3. Ihe keyboard of the 3779AlB Primary Multiplex
Analyzer.
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the cursor alongside the number of interest and pressing the
numeric ENTRY keys.
Since the 377SAlB can perform so many measurements in
each mode (A-A, A-D, D-A, E-E) a CRT display is used to
permit a reduction in the number of MEASUREMENTkeys.
Each of the seven most-often-used measurements has a
unique key while the OTHERMEAS key brings up the display of a list, or menu, of other measurements that are
probably used less often. Fig. 5 shows the list for the other

Fig.4. Thedisplayof the measurementparametersfor a GNN
measurementin the A e mode. The white square ls a cursor
that is used to change parametervalues.

Fig. 5, Typical orum urrc display /ists the measurements
available in addition to those rncluded rn the urnsuarurNr
section of the keyboard.
r Arithmetic is performed automatically by the microprocessor to convert results to the most useful units, e.g.
dB relative to ideal for a GAIN measurement. or dBm0p

for psophometrically weighted idle channel noise.
Testing is against programmed limits, with an indication
of PaSS or FAIL for each result.
Pressing the PRINTkey generatesa fully formatted printout of results on any B0-column, HP-IB compatible
printer connected to the 3779,{/8.
A nonvolatile memory in the 3779A/B allows for storage
of a sequence of up to 68 measurements. By use of the
INSERTkey, any measurement with either default or modified parameter values can be added to a sequence. WAIT,
REPEAT,PRINTand GO TO instructions, conditional on measurement results, can be programmed (see Fig. 1) making
the 377SA|B a self-contained automatic test system. Since
the storage is nonvolatile, any programmed sequence is
retained indefinitely, even with the instrument switched
off. Measurements may be modified, deleted, or added to a
sequence to suit a user's changing requirements, but for
program security, this editing capability can be inhibited by
using a four-digit numeric entry as a combination lock in
conjunction with the PROGRAMLOCK key.
For cases where 68 measurements are insufficient, the
contents of the memory can be transferred to and from the
backup memory of an external controller (e.g.,a cassettein a

Faster Results with Automatic
Measurements
T he automating
of measurements
is one of the mainbenelitsto be
gained from processorcontrol in an intelligentinstrument.The
operatorcan be relievedof suchtasksas settingfrequencies,
levels,
etc,,and thesetaskscan be strungtogetherintoa preprogrammed
measurementroutine.
Considerthe quantizingdistortionmeasurement
outlinedin Fig 1.
This measurementis performedaccordrngto the CCITTmethodl
whichis, briefly,to measurethe noisepresentin a bandwidthof 800
Hz to 2300 Hz resultingfromthe quantization
of a noisesignalthat is
limitedto a bandof 350 Hz to 550 Hz.Theresultisthe ratioof signalto
total distortionpower,with an appropriatecorrectlonfactorto relate
this to the full PCM channelbandwidthof 300 Hz to 3400 Hz. The
recommendedlimitsvary with the signallevel.
parametersdefinedin Fig. 1 the following
Withthe measurement
steps are performed automaticallyby the 3779A/B for each of 30
soeechchannels:

1. lnstructthe 3777A ChannelSelectorto select the appropriate
cnannet.
2. Set up the interfaceconditionsfor that channel (i.e.,600O or
900O,balancedor unbalanced)
and selectthe band-limited
noise
sourceas the stimulating
signal.
3. Withreferenceto the dBr levels*of the channelundertest,setthe
outputsignallevelto -55 dBm0,thefirstpointin themeasurement
"mask".
4. In theanalogreceiverhardware,
selectthereferencefilter(350Hz
to 550 Hz), the rms detector, and a suitable gate time for the
voltage-tojrequency
converter,then measurethe signallevelat
the outputof the channelundertest.
5. Selectnow the measurementfilter(800 Hz to 3400 Hz) and measure the levelof distortionpowerat the channeloutput.
6. Performthe appropriatearithmetic,
includinga bandwidthcorrectionfactor,and displaythe resultin d B withan indication
of pessor
rnrt,relatrveto the mask limit.
7. Repeatsteps4 to 6 for transmitsignallevelsof -50 dBmo, -45
dBmO,etc.,as definedby the measurement
mask,displayingthe
resultfor each signallevel.
For measurementpointslying withina sweep,e.g. -55 to -40
dBmOand -25 to - 10dBmOin Fig.1, the appropriate
measurement
limitfor eachpointwithinthe sweepis calculatedby the processorby
interpolating
betweenthe limitsspecifiedfor the sweepend points.
This measurement,
runningautomatically,
deliversresultsat the
rateof about one everyfive secondsand will,therelore,characterize
quantia channelwithrespectto thecompleteCCITTrecommended
zationdistortion
maskin aboutone minute.Thisrepresents
a considerableimprovementover existingmanualtest arrangements.
Reference
1 . C C I T TO r a n g eB o o kF e c o m m e n d a t l o0n. 1 3 1 .

Fig.'1. Measurementscan be definedin termsof a mixtureof
spol polnts and sweeps.

-[.4u]tiplex
equipmentsignallevelsare describedin dBm0,wherezerodBm0 s the levelofa
standardsigna at that point in the system.The dBr levelat, say, the input or oulput ol a
channel,is the differencebetween0 dBm and 0 dBmo a1that polnt.
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desktop computer), giving the ability to store an almost
infinite number of sequences of measurements.

Analog Transmitter and Receiver
The analog measurement circuits, illustrated in the block
diagram of Fig. 6, are simple in concept. Modular arrangement and bus-structured processor control provide flexibility of hardware configuration, allowing efficient use of circuits for many different measurements. Signal routing at
medium impedance is by means of bipolar transmission
switches fabricated in thick film to HP design.
The transmitter section provides band-limited
p s e u d o r a n d o m n o i s e ( C C I T T 0 . 1 3 1 )i n t h e 3 7 7 9 A o r a f o u r tone signal (Bell Pubn. 41009)in the 37798, in addition to
single and double tones. The chosen output may be adjusted in level, impedance, and balance. It may also be
routed to the receiver for calibration measuremenrs.
The tones are generated by a synthesizer that is similar in
concept to the synthesizerused in the HP Model 377oA
Amplitude/Delay Distortion Analyzer,l but provides three
programmable frequencies simultaneously. These are a
MAIN and an AUXILIARY signal, for use in 2- and 4-tone
intermodulation tests, and a local oscillator signal for the
first mixer of the selective detector in the analog receiver.
Equally spaced samples of each waveform are calculated
and converted to an analog voltage that is retained in a

sample-and-hold circuit until the next sample for that
waveform occurs. The frequency is changed by altering the
incremental change of phase between samples. A single
digital-to-analog converter operates on a sample every 750
ns to generate a signal that is switched sequentially to
separate sample-and-hold circuits for each output. Each
sample-and-hold is followed by a suitable filter.
The noise output originates in a pseudorandom binary
sequence generator and has a spectral line spacing of
4.77Hz.
In the receiver section, after impedance matching and
autoranging, the raw input signal is passed through filters
'12-Hz
specified for the measurement. Tunable
and 4o-Hz
bandwidth filters use three stages of mixing u'ith a local
oscillator signal and filtering and provide an output at 326
Hz. Notch and bandpass filter characteristics are specified
by measurement standards.
The output from the filters is restored in level by an
autoranging amplifier and converted to dc by squaring rms
or averaging detectors with selectable time constants. Detection is followed by a voltage-to-frequency conversion
that involves gating a 1-MHz clock to produce a count
proportional to sigr.rallevel.
A sine-to-square-wave converter that operates on the
output of the autoranging amplifier, together with flexible
counter control logic, provides combinations of clock and
gating period that enable the counter to measure the level,

Analog Transmitter

Calibration
Path

-Sell-Test Inpuls

Fig. 6. Simplrfredblock dtagram of the analog Tx and Rx secllons of the 37794lB Pnmary
MultiplexAnalyzer.
8 rrwren pACKARD
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End-to-End Measurements
Productionor acceptancetesting of telephonechannel banks is
usually done with the banks looped on themselvesback{o-back.
This anangement,illustratedin Fig. 2 on page 6, requiresonly one
3779N8.
Someinstallationand maintenanceproceduresrequireinsteadthe
testing of an actual channel between two points without far-end
loop-around.This configurationinvolvesseparatetransmittingand
receiving ends with communicationbetween the two. A pair of
3779N8 instrumentscan work togetherthis way automatically,
communicatingover the channelunder test. Measurementsmay be
made in eitherdirectionand resultsmay be displayedand/orprinted
at the masterend (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 3, End-to-endcommunicationscircuits

Fag.1, End-to-endmeasurement
selup.
ln the 37791/8, almost all A-A measurementsmay also be made
end{o-end.Themultichannel,
sequence,and HP-lBcontrolfacilities
arethe sameas for othermodes.Whenthe masterinstrumentis given
a RUN command, execution of an entire sequence can proceed
automaticallywithoutoperatorintervention.
The slaveinstrumentmay
be unattended.
In the E-Emodes, all softwareoperationstake place in the master
instrument,
whichactuallyexecutesthe measurement
routines(Fig.
2). When a run begins,the masterinstrumentJirstattemptsto establish two-waycommunication
with the slave,scanningall available
channelsuntilit receivesa response.Fromthedirectionof testing,the
masterdecideswhetheritseltor the slaveinstrument
is the transmitter,and accordinglydirectsthe hardwarecommandseithertoitselfor
via communicationsroutinesto the slave. Commands,resultsand
testsrgnalsare passedback and forthto completethe measurement.
The slave instrumentsimply executeshardwarecommands as they
are received and is unawareof the particularmeasurementberng
performed.No softwareoperationsare needed in the slave.

surementcircuits.Rather,it is based on informatronprocessingand
control,and in a processor-basedinstrumentthese are easily provided.
Two standard lC chips and a simple filter are enough for the
processorto transmitand recerveasynchronous600 bps FSKsignals
on the channelundertest,usingexistingmeasuringcircuitsfor level
adjustment,channel matching, autoranging,filtering and sine/
squareconversion(Fig.3).
The data carrieris detected by a softwareroutinethat exploitsthe
flexibilityof the analog receiverto check the level and frequencyol
the incomingsignal.
Signalpathswithinthe instrumentare switchedback and forthior
measurement
or communication
as required,underprocessorcontrol.
At the data-linklevel,the job of the processorsat eitherend is to
ensure reliablecommunicationof messages.The line protocolis
designedto toleratedelaysand errorsin transmission
but if the noise
or loss in a channel is too bad to permit communication,then both
instruments
willtime out, re-establish
communication
on channel1,
and continuethe measurementson the next good channel.A "channel skipped"messageis printedfor the faultychannel.

E-E Communication
The end{o-end capabilityof the 37791/8 requiresno extra mea-
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period, or frequency of the incoming signal.
Two forms of averaging are present in the receiver: the
time constant of the detector, and the gating time during
which the counter is enabled. For signals of known fixed
period, e.g., pseudorandom noise or the 326-Hz output of
the selective filters, measurements can be significantly
speeded by using a short detector time constant and allowing the counter to integrate the varying detector output over
an integral number of periods.
End-to-end communication over the channel under test is
very simply added to the instrument since the existing
measuring circuits are already under microprocessor control and are thus capable of being controlled by another
instrument that communicates with the processor via
built-in modems.

MeasurementAccuracy
The instrument

is designed to compare signals, for

example the signal received with that originally sent.
Therefore,the receiver'sgain linearity definesthe accuracy
of the instrument. The absolute level of the transmitter
output and the absolutegain of the receiver chain are both
irrelevant. The combination of primary autorange,averaging detector, and voltage-to-frequencyconverter together
yields a basic accuracyof 0.0+dB for the comparisonof two
signals.
The instrument measuresa signal in absolute terms by
comparing it with a built-in ac referenceavailable at the
receiverinput. This sourceis nominally 1 kHz at 3.535V
rms, but if the usercan measureits actual level to betterthan
0.02 dB, that value can be entered by way of the instrument's front panel for enhanced accuracy.
For self test, the circuit arrangementsneeded for measurement provide for back-to-backtests within the instrument. Extra signal paths are included for fault isolation.

A Digital Attenuator with l-dB Steps
One of the requirementsin D-A (digital{o-analog)testing in a
primarymultiplexis a digitizedsinewavefor frequencyresponseand
level testing.The frequency synthesizerin the 3779r'i/Bgenerates
digitized samples of a sine wave that are processed through a
digital{o-analogconverterfor use as the strmulusin analogtests.The
digitized samples are used directly for the D-A tests.
A second requirementis to manipulatethe digitized samples to
synthesizeattenuationof the prototypal sine wave. In the digital
domain, left-to-rightshifts of each sample would synthesize
attenuationin 6-dB steps. However, a meaningfultest ol a PCM
decoder reouiresfinerresolutionthan this.Levelcontrolover a 70-dB
range in 1-dB steps was desired for the 37794i/8.
For a digitalsampleS, considerthe followingequations:
S - 1 dB:0.89125:08915
"-

1 .16

'l
1
SS : 0.89065-0.8915
32
64

(1)
(2)

Thus, attenuationby 1 dB (i.e., multiplicationby 0.891) can be
achieved by subtractingfrom sample S a series of words that are
themselves shifted versions of S. Expressionssimilar in form to
equation(2) can be derived for other valuesof attenuationand, by
accommodatingup to 8 shifts(i.e.3/256),an accuracyof 0.03dB can
the samplesS are 12-bitwords,so 20-bit
be realized.In the3779FVB,
versions.
arithmetic
is usedto handlethesampleand its8-bit-shifted

To cover the large range of attenuationsrequired, a
"coarse-plus-fine"approach is used. Input samples are initially
shifted to give a coarse attenuationin 6-dB steps, and a tine
correction( +2 dB to -3 dB) is then applied.The completeoperation
can be defined mathematicallyas:
oUTPUT:Ss[1 t@,]

*"r[*

*"uZ*l]

Where Ss is the original sample S after shifting, and coefficients
ct to c8 have the value 0 or 1 as appropriate.lt is worth noting that
cumulativeerrorsdue to the approximationto 6 dB of each one-bit
shift (insteadof 6.0206dB) can be cancelled in the fine attenuation
stage.
Fig.1 showshowthe digitalattenuatorhardwareis organizedin the
3779N8. An attenuationcode word (Fig. 2) is generated by the
processorfor use by the control logic. The code word for 15-dB
attenuationis shown in Fig. 2.
The control logic operatesas follows:
1. Load register2 with inputsampleS.
2. Right-shiftregister2 according to the coarse attenuationfield.
3. Clear register 1 and perform an ADD. Registers1 and 2 both
now hold the shifted sample Ss.
4. Right-shiftregister 2 and scan the fine attenuationcoefficients
(cr, cz ...) untila 1 is encountered.
5. Performan additionor subtractionas definedby the ADD/SUBbit
in the attenuationcode word.
6. Repeatsteps 4 and 5 until attenuationis complete.
fAdd/Subtract

Input
Sample

coarse Attenuation
Field

I

*

t

Fine Attenuation Field

I

o

t@NrNol

I
ol

lSrSt=lStSt=tSl

From
Processor

Fig. 1. Hardware organizationfor attenuating by shifting and
adding.
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Coarse: 2 Shifts = 2 x "-6d8" = -12.041 dB
= - 2.963 dB
Fine: 'l - (114+ 1/32 + 111281
-15.004 dB
Fig.2. The format of the attenuation code word, shown here
for 15 dB. The 1/2term is never needed and is not included.

Digital Transmitter and Receiver
Adding the optional digital transmitter and receiver to
the 3779AlB provides the capability within one instrument
of characterizing the analog-to-digital and di gital-to-analog
halves ofa channel band separately.The digital ports ofthe
instrument are designed to interface with the digital pulse
stream conforming to the framing structures outlined in
"PCM Transmission Systems," page 4.
Because of the marked differences between the European
and North American systems it was necessary to define two
different digital transmitters and receivers. Where the opportunity arises,however, as much commonality as feasible
has been designed in. In a number of places wire links are
used to program operation at the circuit-board level to
either the European or North American standard, thus providing common boards for the 3779A and 3zzgB.
In both versions of the instrument, the digital receiver is
designed to accept the digital pulse stream in the ternary
alternate mark inversion form. The buffer amplifier on the
digital inputs enables Ihe 3779AlB to operate with cable
losses of up to 6 dB. In addition, an extra 30 dB of gain may
be inserted by means of a rear-panel switch to allow the
instrument to operate with signals from a low-level monitor
point.

The incoming pulses are buffered and converted from
their ternary form to binary by means of two high-speed
comparators. This binary stream is then fed to a clock extraction circuit consisting of an injection-locked oscillator
whose output may be used both to extract the data from the
pulse stream and as the master clock for the digital receiver.
Alternatively, the master clock may be derived from an
external clock input applied to the rear panel.
In many European primary-level PCM systems, a form of
data encoding called HDB3 is used to suppress strings of
zeros. The 3779A decodes this format in its digital receiver.
North American primary level PCM systems do not use
HDB3-type line codes. Instead, an AZS (all zeros suppression) binary code is used which, because it is binary rather
than ternary, does not involve line code violations and is
not detectable at the receive end.
Framing
The digital pulse stream in a PCM system has a very
definite format or frame structure. Before any useful information can be extracted from the data stream it is necessary
to align the receiver to the framing of the incoming signal.
This is achieved by a synchronous state machine that can
handle common channel signaling [CCS) or channel as-

E & M Signaling Measurements
Beforeanytwo subscribers
can talkto eachotheroveratelephone
system,a signalpathmustbe established
betweenthem.Information
on the number dialed, along with ringingand busy signalsand
metering,hasto be passedbetlveenexchanges.In a PCMlinkthisis
done by using the signalingchannelassociatedwith each voice
channel.
Severaltypes of signalingare in common use. The 3779A/Bis
designedto interfacewith the most common form, called E & M
signaling.Thisform is a teletype-like
signalbasedon two states:oN
(inputand outputsinkor sourcecurrent)and orr (inputand output
open circuit).Sincea lot of signalingequipmentis builtwith relays,
the voltage level used is the full exchange battery voltage (about
50V).The batteryvoltagecan be positiveor negative,dependingon
the system,and the oNstatemay be assertedeitherby pullingthe M
inputof the multiplexto ground,knownas groundsignaling,
or pulling
the M input to the batteryvoltage,known as battery signaling.
Likewisethe E output of the multiplexmay go to batteryor ground
potential,dependingon the systemin use.
The 3779A/Bteststhe sionalinochannelsof a PCM multiolexbv
Exchange 1
S i g n a l i n gU n i l

sendinga squarewaveintothe multiplexTx input,M, and comparing
it with the squarewave receivedat the Rx signalingoutput,E. Any
differencein the mark/spaceratioof the receivedsignalis regarded
as signalingdistortionwhich, il it becomestoo high, could cause
errorsin the receiveddata.
To avoid having the operator program into the 3779A,/Bexactly
what voltage levelsit shouldtransmitand expect to receive,the
3779N8 carries out several tests automaticallyto ascertain the
characteristicsof the system under test before the actual measurement.Thesetestsare as follows.First,the 3779N8 Tx output,M (on
the rear panel),is set open circuitand the stateof the 3779lVBRx
input,E (alsoon the rear panel),is monitoredand storedas the oFF
level.Next,the M outputis pulledto ground.lf the E inputchanges
state,thenthe multiplexusesgroundsignalingand the new stateot
the E inputis storedas the oNlevel.However,if thereis no reply,then
the M outputis pulledto batterypotential.lf the E inputnowchanges
state,thenthe multiplexuses batterysignalingand the new stateof
the E input is storedas the on level.
lf therewas no changeof stateforeitherof the abovethenthereis a
Exchange 2

P C MT r a n s m i s s i o n
System

Signaling Unit

Battery

Fig. 1. SimplifiedE & M system
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ro{
Processor
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Fig. 2. E & M test set up in the
37794t8.

lf a satisfactory
replyto one of the transmittedlevelsis received,
then the signalingmeasurementbegins.A squarewave programmable in frequencyand mark/spaceratio is transmittedfrom the
3779AlBM output using eitherground or batteryas the oN state
dependingon the resultof the earliertest.The E inputof the 3779A/B
looksonly for the oNand oFFlevelsit previouslyremembered,thus
eliminatingspuriousresultsdue to spikesor relaycontactbounce.
Themark/spaceratioof this reconstructed
squarewave is timedand
calculatedby the processorand the resultdisplayedon the CRT.
Becauseof the low data rate in the signalingchannels--each
channelis selectedonceevery2 ms in CEPTsystemsandonceevery
1.5 ms in Bell systems-therewill be jitterin the risingand falling
edges of the squarewave.By averagingover severalsamples,the
delay in both the risingand fallingedges will convergetowardsthe
same limit,thus tendingto cancelout this sourceof error.
A simplifiedE & M systemrs shownin Fig. 1, Whenthe M inputof
Exchange1 is connectedto the batteryvoltage(batterysignaling),
the signalingbits in the PCMsend linkforthatchannelare set.These
bits are decoded in the multiplexof Exchange2 and the output
transistoris turnedon, pullingthe E outputhigh.Exchange2 signals
back in a similarfashion.
A simpletest setup is shownin Fig. 2. This arrangement
can be
extendedto multichannel
measurements
by usinga3777AChannel
Selector.The equivalentcircuitof the 3779A/Bsignalingtester is
shown.The processorselectseithergroundor batterysignalingby
enablingeitherS1 or 52, and generatesthe requiredcode by turning
the output on and off at the requiredrate using 53. The 3779N8
signalingreceiverconsistsof two comparatorsthat informthe pro-

sociated signaling (CAS) formats, depending on the position of an internal link.
Because of the differences between the European and
North American frame formats, this is one area that requires
two separate circuits. For European PCM systems, the
criteria for determining gain and loss of frame and multiframe alignment are exactly defined in CCITT recommend a t i o n G . 7 3 2 a n d t h e s ec r i t e r i a a r e a d h e r e d t o i n t h e 3 7 7 s A .
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cessor of the voltage level at the E input.
To allow for posrtiveor negativebatteryvoltages,each switch is a
solid-state
bidirectional
swrtchof thetype shownin Fig.3. Thecontrol
FoI
line in Fig. 3 turnson the transistors
by way of the optoisolator.
positivevoltagesatthe input,the currentflow is throughdiode D1,
transistorQ2, and diode D4 to the output.For negativevoltages,
current flow is by way of D3, Q2 and D2.

+5V
Control
Line

Fig. 3. Bidirectionalswitch accommodatesbattery voltages
of eitherDolaritv.

For North American PCM systems, no such well defined
standard exists. In the 37758, if three or more alignment bits
are in error in a group of eight alignment bits, frame alignment is then considered lost and is regained only afier a run
of six correct alignment bits. In the case of channel associated signaling, multiframe alignment is also monitored and is considered lost if frame alignment is lost or if
two consecutive multiframe aliqnment bits are in error. It is

regained only after a run of twelve consecutive multiframe
bits are received correctly.
Once frame alignment, and if necessary multiframe
alignment, has been achieved in the receiver, data may be
extracted from the time slot of interest. This data can be
analyzed in digital form by the instrument's processor or
can be passed to the analog receiver via a D-to-A converter
that operates on the bits corresponding to low-level signals.
Converting the low-level signals to analog form has the
advantage that the complex weighting filters already present in the analog receiver may be fully used for "digital
measurements" on noise and crosstalk.
In addition to extracting the data from the PCM pulse
stream, the digital receiver also provides a number of flags
to the processor so that the status of the incoming signal
may be monitored. These include flags for loss of signal,
loss of clock, loss of alignment, and the alarm indication
signal (AIS) from the system under test, any of which could
result in an invalid measurement if not detected.

Test Signals
the digital transmitter
To performD-A measurements,
can generate a ternary PCM stream to the required format:
'1,.5442.O48-MHz 30-channel for the European 3779A, or
MHz 24-channel for the North American 37798. Test data
may be inserted into this PCM stream depending on the
measurement to be made.
For tone-basedtests (GAIN,GAIN V. FREQ.,etc.) a digitally
encoded sine wave is obtained from the frequency synthesizer before the digital-to-analog conversion. It is selectable
in frequency and level (see "A Digital Attenuator with 1-dB
Steps," page 10) and may be inserted into any one time slot
under processor control. Alternatively, data generated directly by the processor may be inserted into the time slot.
This latter facility is used for such measurements as CCITT
1-kHz GAIN or 2-kHz GAIN V. LEVEL where the coded audio
signal must be synchronous with the frame rate, or in frame
and multiframe alignment tests (3775A only) where a
number of different data strings are required and the reaction of the equipment under test must be monitored.
For all measurements the data in the channels not under
test-the "background PCM"-may be derived from one of
two sources. Either the digital transmitter generates the
complete PCM stream or it takes the signal presented to the
digital receiver and retransmits it with the required test
signal inserted in it. Internally generated background PCM
usually is a pattern nominally equivalent to that generated
by an idle channel, but for frame alignment tests, it consists
of a pseudorandom binary sequence to simulate traffic.
The ability to retransmit the received PCM stream allows
the user to generate any other background analog signal
that may be desired, such as when measuring crosstalk.
More importantly, it allows the digital path to be accessed
for A-D and D-A tests or looped for A-A tests without the
need to recable the instrument and equipment. With the
transmitter running in this looped mode, its crystal oscillator is disabled and the transmitter clock is derived from
the receiver clock to maintain synchronization.
A further feature of the 3779A digital transmitter is its
ability to generatethe HDB3 line code if required. Similarly,
the 37798 can suppress the all-zeros codes for North

American systems.
Single-Channel Codec Testing
In anticipation of the needs of current developments in
single-channel codecs and TDM (time division multiplex)
switching equipment, a TTL interface is provided in the
digital option. The data (Tx and Rx) is arranged as an B-bit
parallel or serial signal together with a synchronization
signal at an B-kHz rate. This general-purpose form enables
simple external interface circuitry to be built for specific
applications.

Self Test
For self-test purposes, a means of automatically looping
the transmitter output back into the receiver is provided. By
using this looped signal along with the various flags generated in the digital receiver, the instrument processor is able
to test both the digital receiver and digital transmitter to a
high level and isolate most malfunctions to a section of
circuit.

The ProcessorSystem
Theprocessor
chosento controlthePMA is HP'sCMOS/
SOS 16-bit parallel microcontroller chip (MC'), a high performance, low power consumption device.2Due to the relatively large number of real-time tasks involving manipulations of the PCM data performed by the 3779A18, this processor replaces a large amount of dedicated digital
hardware.
The processor section of the 37 7I A/B cons ists of the basic
units of any computer system. The internal storage consists
of:
r 768 words of fastRAM (1word : 16 bits), which is part of
the processor board.
t 1.O24words of nonvolatile RAM consisting of wellproven ferrite cores, housed on a separate board.
'1O24
bytes of DMA display RAM.
t
r 32K words of 2K x B PROMs for system control and
measurement routines.
t 2O4B words of ROM available on the processor board for
self-test purposes.
The 3779A/B is programmed manually from a keyboard
using an interactive display as a visual feedback device.
The keyboard was implemented as a scanned matrix and
uses the interrupt system to communicate with the processor. The display is based on a character generator that translates the ASCII characters contained in the 1K-byte memory
(to which the processor writes using the DMA technique) to
a g x 7 dot matrix. The display memory provides the
character codes needed for printing any display dump.
The processor controls the rest of the instrument via an
instrument bus that is completely buffered from the processor bus. The instrument bus consistb of six address lines, 16
data lines and one control line (strobe) and is regarded as
part of the processor's I/O bus.
The 3779A/B can also communicate with the outside
world. There are two basic means of establishing this communication:
1. By way of the HP-IB, using the processor-to-HP-IBinterface chip (PHI).3 This LSI device is part of the same
CMOS/SOS family as the microprocessor itself. The
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HP-IB enables remote control of the 3779A/B as well as
allowing the 377sAlB to control its own satellite devices
(scanners, printer).
2. By way of the modem. An asynchronous, 600-bit/s
modem is used by the 3779AlB to communicate with
another 377SA|B on the line under test in order to perform the END-END class of measurements. A commercially available FSK modulator/demodulator (MC1,441,2)
is used in conjunction with an asynchronous communication interface adapter (MC6B50).
The HP-IB communicates with the processor using the interrupt system, whereas the modem input is continually
scanned while the processor is in its idle loop.
All processor boards communicate via the processor bus
which consists of 16 address lines, 16 data lines, and I
control Iines. This bus is completely self-contained to ensure microprocessor availability for fault detection and location for the rest of the instrument. The microprocessor

chip itself together with 2K words of ROM is buffered from
the rest of the processor bus so it can be used to check the
remaining components of the processor system individually. In this case, tests are controlled from a set of dual-inline switches on the processor board while four LEDs encode the results of different tests.
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ABRIDGED SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 3779AlB Primary Multiplex Analyzer
Standardinslrumentprovidesanalog-analogand end-endmeasurementcapability.Analogdigitaland digital-analog
capabilitiesare optional.The rieasurementsare summarizedin
Table I, page 5.

Analog Transmitter
SINGLETONE:40 Hz lo 40 kHz, t50 ppm; 10-Hzresolution.
PAIRS OF TONES: 40 Hz lo 4 kqz, 150 ppm, lo-Hz resolution.
HARMONICS.SPURIOUSTONES: <-55 dB.
FLATNESS;10.01 dB (200 Hz to 4 kHz);
10.05 dB (40 Hz to 10 kHz);
a0.3 dB (40 Hz to 40 kHz).
NOISESOUBCE (3779Aonly):Meets CCITT Rec.0.131.
4-TONESOURCE(37798 only):MeersBSTR 41009.
MAXIMUMOUTPUTLEVEL: + 13 dBm 10.2 dB (tones);
+5 dBm 10.2 dB (noise).
MINIMUMOUTPUTLEVEL: -76.9 dBm.
LEVEL RESOLUTION:0.1 dB.
IIIPEDANCE (balanced or unbalanced):600() or 900(}.
MAXIMUMDC ISOLATION:J56V.

Analog Receiver
MAXIMUMAC LEVEL: 12V p-p.
MAXIMUMDC LEVEL: t56V.
IMPEDANCE:600() or 900f).
NOISE FLOOR; <-100 dBmo.
SELECTIVEFILTER: 12-Hzor 40-Hz bandwidth.
3-kHz FLAT FILTER: Meets BSTR 41009.
OUANTIZINGDISTORTION:Meet CCITT Rec.0.131. I
PSOPHOMETRTC
FTLTER:MeersCCTTTBec. P.53. ) 37794 only.
NOTCHFILTER:810 Hz.
4-TONEINTERMODFILTERS:Meet BSTR 41009,
I
C-MESSAGEFILTER: Meets BSTR 41009.
) 37798 onty.
NOTGHFILTER: 1010 Hz.
J
INTERNALSTANDARDSOURCE:3.535Vrms i0.2%.

E & M Signaling
OUTPUT
SIGNALFREQUENCY:5 Hz to 20 Hz, 1-Hz resolution.
DUTY CYCLE RANGE:20% to 80%. 1o%-steDs.
M A X I M U MD C R A N G E :t 5 6 V ,
M A X I M U MC U B R E N TO U T P U T :t l O O m A .
INPUT
INPUT IMPEDANCE:50 kO to %Vbatterv.
DC OPERATINGFIANGE::56V (maxir;um),=2OV(minimum).
INPUT SIGNALFREQUENCY:5 Hz Io 20 Hz.
ALLOWABLECONTACTBOUNCE:3 ms (maximum).

Digital Transmifter
PCM FRAME FORMAT: Meets CCITT Recommendation
G.732 (37794) or RecommendationG.733 (3779B).
SIGNALING:CAS or CCS.
GODING:HDB3 or AMI (3779A);AMI or AZS (37798).
OUTPUTIMPEDANCE:75Ounbalanced(3779A);100Obalanced(37798).
SYNTHESIZEDTONE TEST SIGNAL:
FREQUENCYRANGE:40 Hz to 3.5 kHz, =50 ppm, lo-Hz resolution.
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LEVEL RANGE:+3 to -64 dBmo, 1-dB resolution.
COMPBESSIONCHARACTERISTIC:
A-law (37794); plaw 137798)
OTHERTEST SIGNALS: Processorgenerated8-bitwords at mdimum word rate 1 word/frame.
TEST SIGNAL LOCATION:Any one time slot.

Digital Receiver
PCM FRAME FORMAT: I
SIGNALING:
t
As for Digitaltransmitter.
CODTNG:
I
t
INPUT IMPEDANCE;
RECEIVERCLOCK: Recoveredor external.
FRAME ALIGNMENT:Aulomatic.
MULTIFRAMEALIGNMENT(CAS only):Automatic.
TEST SIGNAL SELECTION:Contenlsof any one timeslot.
MAXIMUMWORD RATE: 1 word/frame.
TIMESLOTTRANSLATIONMAPPING:
3779A:ContentsTS(n),TS(n+16) exchanged.
37798: ConlentsTS(n),TS(n+ 1) exchanged,for n an odd number.

Single-Channel Interface
FORMAT:I bits serial(or parallel)+ sync signal.
WORD RATE: 1 word/lrame.
LEVELS:TTL.
INPUT IMPEOANCE(eachline): 100Oto 3.5V.

General
POWERSUPPLY: 115/230Vac, +1O 22o/o,48to 66 Hz, 150 VA.
SIZE: 234 mm H x 426 mm W x 603 mm D (9.3 x 16.8 x 23.8 in).
wEtGHT: 25 kg (55 tb).
OPERATINGTEMPERATURET
0 to 55"C.
CONNECTORS;
ANALOGTX, RX (frontand rear):3-pinSiemens(37794);WECO 310 (37798).
E & M SIGNALING:Bindingposts.
STANDARDSOUBCEOUTPUT:50O BNC.

Options
3779A OPTTON00r;
As 37794 standard,plus digitalTX, RX.
CONNECTOBS:75O BNC (all PCM interfaces);37-way D-type (Singte Channel
lnterface).
37794 OPTTON002:
As 37794Option001,exceplreplaceall 75O BNC connectorswithSiemens1.6mm 75O.
3Z9B OPTTON001:
As 37798 standard,plus digitalTX, RX.
CONNECTORS:WECO 310 (all PCM interfaces);37-way O-type (SingleChannel
Interface).
PRfCESfN U.S.A.iModel3779&8, $22,810;opts ooj and 0O2,$2285.
MANUFACTURING
DIVISION:HEWLETT-PACKARD
LTD.
South Oueensterry
West LothianEH309TG
Scotland

(analog circuits) helped ease the instrument into production. Continuous support in a variety qf tasks came from
Andy Horsburgh and Dave lelfs with Stuart Ross and, Iatterly, Colin Deighton covering production engineering
considerations. Of the many others who contributed, mention must be made of Peter Huckett, who was involved in
the definition stage and has covered the market aspects,and
of George Cooper for his many inputs regarding the testing
of the instrument.
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Softwarefor an AutomaticPrimary
MultiplexAnalyzer
by Mark Dykes
HE SOFTWAREin the 3779N8 had to meettwo objectives:(1) to add intelligenceto the powerful hardware to furnish high-levelsolutionsto specificmeasurement problems: and (z) to provide a friendly front
panel that nevertheless allows the operator access to the
full potential of the instrument. The control program is
therefore quite complex, occupying 34K words of 16-bit
memory. The main elements of the program are:
r The keyboard/display operating system
r Data tables
r The measurement package
r The self-test package
r The HP-IB package.
Apart from the table area, the memory contains two kinds
of code. Central service, speed-critical, and processor selftest routines are assembled into machine code. The measurement package and instrument self-test routines are
written in a high-level language and compiled into intermediate code that is interpreted as it is run.
Traditional instruments measure continually, and their
controls can be altered while they are running. The 3779AJ8,
by contrast, is a menu-controlled instrument with RUN and
STOPkeys. After switching the instrument on, it is normal
to program it as desired (in the STOpstate),and then to press
the RUN key. The measurement(s) specified are carried out
(in the RUN state), and afterwards the instrument reverts to
the STOPstate. This division is basic to the organization of
Common
Tables

Measurement
Tables

the control program.
The Keyboard-Display Operating System
The 3779AJB is capable of more than 60 measurements
with different types and numbers of parameters (i.e., level,
frequency, limits, etc.). It can contain descriptions of ZSO
channels, store up to 68 measurements in user-defined sequences, and keep information on the test and HP-IB configurations. Because of the volume of information to be
handled, the entry and display system is cursor-controlled
and highly interactive.
Information is entered by calling up the appropriate display and moving the cursor alongside the field of interest.
As a value is keyed in, the numeric entry routines continually check it against upper and lower limits, and prompt the
user with a messagecontaining the relevant limit value if a
mistake is made. In this case,the cursor freezesand flashes,
and display changes are inhibited if necessary until a correct entry is made.
Keys are provided to edit parameter masks and measurement sequences, and a FROM-STEP-TO
format is available
for swept parameters.
The mode and control states of the 3779AlB are always
present in inverse video at the bottom of the screen.

Data Tables
The detailsof displayformatsareheld in ROM in the form

State
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MeasurementTabls
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of display recipes that are designed to be efficient for the
more common types-allowing sharing of strings and so
on-but that are also flexible to accommodate exceptions.
The first step in calling up a new display is to create a list
of the requisite numeric values in a scratchpad area of RAM
(Fig. 1). For a new measurement display, these values are
default parameter values extracted from ROM via the display recipe, also in ROM. Thereafter, a common routine
reads the display recipe in conjunction with the parameter
list associating strings and numbers on the CRT screen.
After the display is complete, keyboard modifications to the
numbers displayed are also recorded in the scratchpad.
If a measurement display is present and a RUN command
is given, the relevant measurement routine is found
through the measurement table, and run in accordance with
the associated descriptor.
A measurement in the scratchpad can be run as described,
or saved by storing it in the sequence area in nonvolatile
memory [Fig. 2), This area is organized as four sequencesof
17 measurements that can be linked together to make one
long sequence.Because sequencesvary in length and measurements have different numbers of parameters, the sequences are stored as records of arbitrary length. The number of measurements that can be stored depends on their
complexity, because the size of the nonvolatile memory
(NVM) is limited. The sequence area is repacked whenever a measurement is deleted from a sequence.
A portion of the NVM is used as a system area. This area
contains information like the HP-IB address of the instrument, the user-measuredvalue of the instrument's standard
source, channel descriptions, and other test configuration
data. An interesting feature is the soflware lock mechanism,
designed to prevent unauthorized alteration of userdefined information. Combinations can be entered to control access to individual sequences, or to disable all keys
except RUN, STOPand DISPLAYkeys. Locking the keyboard
in this way limits the operator to executing exactly the
stored sequence, a valuable feature in a production-test
environment.
The NVM contains in its system and sequence areas all
the user-defined information in the instrument. This information or parts of it can be transferred over the HP-IB to and

Fig.2. The nonvolatrleread-write
memory holds variable-length
scd//cn.cs lhat c.enbe linked to
make one long sequence.
from an external controller, so that the entire "character" of
the instrument can be saved, restored, or copied.
Having both scratchpad and sequence areas gives the
user several ways of working. Pressing a MEASUREMENT
key or extracting a measurement from a sequence createsa
record in the scratchpad that the user can modify and/or run
on its own without affecting the contents of the sequence.
New measurements can be added to the end of the sequence
and measurements already in the sequence can be extracted, modified and replaced in the same order (Fig. 3).
Measurement Routines
The 3779AlB makes measurements on voice frequency,
signaling, and first-order PCM signals. Most of the measurements need only a little processorbandwidth, so it was
possible to write them in a slow, interpretive high-level
language. They had to be read and understood by hardware
designers and test engineers, so legibility was useful at the
writing stage. It was also helpful to have the complex measurement hardware interactions amenable to debugging by
means of the software trace embedded in the interpreter.
The quantizing distortion measurement described on
page 7 under "Faster Results with Automatic Measurements" shows what a typical measurement routine does.
Each pass through the routine represents a single measurement point, while the run-time system processes loops for
point repetition, parameter sweeps and channel sweeps.
When a sequence is run (Fig. 4), measurement records are
brought from the sequence area to the scratch pad one by
one as required.
Each type of measurement, for example GAIN, can run in
up to four modes (A-A, A-D, D-A and E-E). The routines for
different modes share as many subroutines as possible, and
in fact A-A and E-E routines are combined since A-A measurements are made up of transmitter and receiver operations that can be viewed separately even though they are
carried out in one instrument.
In A-D measurements, an analog stimulus is applied to a
channel bank and the received signal is a stream of PCM
words at frame rate, i.e., one every 125 pts. The 377SA|B
processor calculates the power represented by these words
in real time. Although this is a high-bandwidth task, writp A C K A R DJ o u R N A t 1 7
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Parameter Modifications
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Fig. 3. Ihe keyboardcan be used fo se/ect,modify,and run
measurementseitherfrom the sequence area or f reshfrom the
tables.Newmeasurementsmay be added to the sequenceor
existing ones modified.
ten in assembly language with attention to execution times
and interrupt handling, the software implementation saves
hardware in the digital receiver and allows the measurement algorithms to be adaptive. Some D-A measurements
are made using tones at a submultiple of the PCM sampling
frequency. These measurements use the processor in real
time, generating a pattern of PCM words that is synchronous with the frame structure of the digital signal.
Submultiple frequency digital tones must be synchronous, otherwise phase beating occurs and results are not
repeatable. The programming problem here is that the main
analog receiver routines cannot accommodate the simultaneous generation of a PCM word every L25 1ts.Accordingly, a dedicated analog receiver routine is used, written in
the form of an assembly language loop. It generates a PCM
word every frame. The processor can generate flexible digital output signals to test the framing, error, and alarm logic
of the receive sections of channel banks. These capabilities
would be difficult to match in hardware.

Iteasurement
Routine

Analog ReceiverRoutines
At the heart of the measurements are the receiver
routines. These have a software resolution of o.oozs dB.
The main analog receiver routine is drawn in Fig. 5. Its first
job is to have the input signal amplified to the level required
by the receiver, without overloading. This in itself is a
substantial task, since the instrument has to cope with
badly asymmetric signals and face either polarity of a dc
signaling voltage of up to 56V across its input. Higher and
lower positive and negative threshold detectors show
whether or not the signal has settled symmetrically and
whether it is the right level. With the kind of time constants
involved, the routine has to wait up to 7.5 seconds for
asymmetry to disappear to be able to accommodate twice
56V.If symmetrical settling takes place within this time, the
routine proceeds immediately. Otherwise, it assumes the
signal itself is asymmetric and downranges if necessary.
Once the receiver filter has settled to some extent, the secondary autorange operates on its output, and after a further
delay for the final settling of filter and detector, the counter
is read.
Digital Receiver Routines
Readings of digital level are made in real time by the
JANUAFY'1980
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Fig. 4. The measurementrcutine executes once for each
measurementooint. lt ls enclosed by four program loops.

Software Development
At the time the HP SOS MC2was chosen as the processortor the
3779N8, no softwaredevelopmenttools existedthat would run on
Ltd. in Scotland,where
the lab computersystemat Hewlett-Packard
the instrumentwas designed. Startingfrom scratch, therefore,we
developedour own home-grownsupporttoolsthat includedJeatures
designed to ease softwaredevelopment.
A large programmust be generatedin blocksso that changescan
be made with a minimumof rework.This is true during development,
where a 1K word reassemblyis feasible(5 minutes)but a 34K word
one is not,and in productionwherethe numberof ROMsatfectedby a
changemust be kept down.The need is mostsimplymet by generating absolutecode, providedthereis a soundmethodof linkingblocks
together.Linkageis one of the processessupportedby a f ilesubstitution facility, transferringto and from different source files during
assemblyor compilation.Sourcefilescontainingentrypointdeclarations exiStfor each block; the entry point tiles for all externalsreferenced by a block are attachedto it as it is assembledor compiled.
Filesubstitutionis a powerfultool.lt alsoallowsdifferentversionsof
softwareto sharefilescontainingcommonsections,therebyavoiding
duplicationand problems in making software changes (a shared
routineneeds to be changed only once withouthavingto remember
every place that uses it).
Largeprogramspresentanotherproblemin the enormousnumber
of names to be handled by the support software:variable names,
procedurenames,and named constants,lt is much betterto name
obscurebit patternsfor switchsettings,for example,and then re{erto
them by symbolsso that programsare legible and easy to change.
Support softwarethat restrictsnaming is a nuisance;a 1000-name
capabilityis not overkill.
The 3779A/B source program includestables, assembly language,and high-levellanguage.The importanceof data structuresin
instrumentcontrol programs is not always recognizedin currently
availablesoftwaredevelopmenttools, but our assembler(which is
written in Algol) includespowerfultable generationfeatures.For a
high-levellanguage,we substantially
modifiedan existingcompiler.
TheSTAB-l languagedevelopedat StrathclydeUniversity,Glasgow,
Scotland,ls in the Algol/Pascaliamily; it generatesvirtual machine
code for interpretationby the target processor.Our modifications
orientedthe languagetowardsthe application(new standardfunc-

processor as described above. There is no time in software
for digital filtering of the samples, so the results are essentially broadband. Some measurement routines use the peak
positive and negative PCM codes observed in 800 samples,
which give only a coarse measure of level but usefully show
up offsets in the PCM encoder. However, most high-level
A-D measurements use the rms routine that measures the
rms voltage by squaring and summing the received samples
to obtain a measure of the total received power (ac+dc), and
measures the average voltages by summing without squaring, which yields the dc values. Thus, a simple calculation
can find the rms value resulting from the ac components
alone. The number of samples taken is 800, increasing for
lower levels to 4000. Low-level digital signals are passed
through a limited-range expanding D-A converter to be
measured in the analog receiver.

Run-TimeError Processing
If the level to be measured is too low for any one of the
stagesin the process to work properly, a flag is set causing a
< (less than) sign to be displayed in front of the result.

tions),towards the target processor(new byte/digitoperations,optimized16-bitinstructions)
and towardsa microprocessor
environment for which we added flexible mapping of pointers and code,
rmprovedlinking,callswith parameterpassingto and frommachine
code routines,in-linemachinecode instructions,
and treatmentof l/O
portsas ordrnaryvariablesin the sourceprogram.Despiteshortcomings, the resultinglanguagewas adequatefor the task.
Softwaredevelopmenttook place on an HP 2100 disc-basedsystem (DOSlll),thefinalproductbeingabsolutepapertapesthatwere
either read into RAM boards in the prototype instrument,or later
burned into EPROMS.For a hardwaredevelopmentaid, we were
agarn compelled to go our own way, building a hardware
breakpoinVstepmachine sitting on the processorbus and able to
take completecontrolof it. Our debug aid had extramemoryspace
for utilityprograms,a tape-readerinterface,and a built-in 16-bitwide
EPROMprogrammer.
In the instrumentitself,there is a traceembedded in the interpreter
loop for debugging STAB programs,with run{ime program error
checking, breakpoinVstepfacilitiesand access to utility programs.
Finally,there are diagnosticsbuilt into the main analog receiver
routineand the end-to-endcommunicationroutinesthat show on the
instrumentdisplaythe levelsmeasuredor the messagesconveyed.
Theseare invaluableaids to real-timedebuggingand fault{inding.
Accessto thetrace,the utilities
and the diagnostics
is controlledby a
switch inside the 3779P/8.
The use of the STABlanguageimproveddevelopmentproductivity
because, line for line, it generatesmore code than assembly language and it is easierto maintain.Leavingaside the servicepackage, the table below showsthe makeupof the source.Duringthe
softwaredevelopment,productivitywas over 40 lines per man-day.
Source type

Source lines

Object words

Words/line

Data tabies
Assembly
language
STAB

4092

5937

1.5

20165
6000

16059
13015

0.8
2.2

TOTAL

30257

35011

However, some measurements,like the reference point of a
GAIN V. FREQUENCYtest, must be correctly made. In this
case, a low level causes a run-time error to be flagged.
Errors during a run are processed in different classes.
Some operator programming errors can only be detected at
this stage. Some instrument failures are trapped in the measurement routines, and measurements can be prevented by
bad operation of digital interfaces. For these three classes,
the run is aborted and a messageis displayed. In contrast, if
a measurement routine cannot continue because the test
channel fails-when
a reference measurement cannot be
made, for example-then a messageis printed, the channel
is skipped, and the run continues on the next channel.
The Self-Test Package
The 3779AlB is a complex instrument, made with many
hundreds of integrated circuits and large numbers of other
components. Processor control means that things happen
rapidly inside, and that measurement circuits cannot be
directly set up from the front panel. Fault detection and
location under these circumstances might well be a nightlounnnr 19
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mare were it not for the built-in self-test and service aids,
which take up fully one third of the software.
A vital part of testing a processor-based instrument is
testing the processor itself. The 3779A/B processor is designed so that a basic minimum kernel can be verified and
then used to test larger areas. The tests run when the instrument is turned on while a switch combination is set on
the processor board; no keyboard/display operations are
required.
It is easy to implement self-test on the measurement parts
of the 3779A/B because it contains transmitter-receiver
pairs that can be connected for back-to-back testing. There
are relays to isolate and loop the analog, digital and signaling circuits, and extra signal paths for injecting the standard source at intervals along the looped analog path so that
faults can be not only detected but also diagnosed.
After a simple counter check, the standard source can
verify the voltage-to-frequency converter, first on its own,
and then in conjunction with a detector. Progressively, the
overall analog path can in this way be verified against its
specification. The overall test can then be repeated using
the synthesizer as the stimulus.
Once the basic path has been established, back-to-back
testing can be made diagnostic. Provided that only one
element in the signal path is altered at a time, faults can
usually be attributed to the last change made.
The basic self-test routines switch in alternative signal
paths and vary signal parameters, extending the area of
circuitry covered as far as possible. The analog routine tests

the continuity and gain of all signal paths, measuresthe
attenuators,filters, and amplifiers againstthe detector,and
checks all signal generatorsagainst the standard source,
assumingonly the accuracyof the standardsourceand the
flatness and linearitv of the detector. The disital routine

Table I
I est routrne

pP chip
TestROM
ProcessorRAM
MainROM
DisplayRAM
Display character
Senerator
Keyboardi
interrupt
Processor bus
exerciser
NVM (core)2

HP-IB
Switch setting Normal Self-tesl
command
at power-on power-on menu
X
.
X
X
X
X

.
o
o
o

X
X
X
X

a
a
a
a

X
X

HP-IB/modem
Basic analog
Diagnostic analog
Filter masks
Digital
Single channel
interfacel
Signalingl
Service aids
Utilities
NOTES
1. Requires external connections.
2. Initializes NVM contents on exit

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

x
. automatic
X selectable

F39.5. Main analog receiver routtne
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attempts to exercise all of the digital transmitter and receiver, but because they are more interconnected it is harder
to locate faults.
These self-test routines can be run in various ways (see
Table I). When the instrument is turned on normally, a
minute is spent first on the processor, analog, and digital
checks as an automatic confidence test. If a fault arises in
the latter two routines, there is a temporary fault display,
but the instrument returns to normal operation. This is to
ensure recovery from a power failure in a remote unattended Iocation.
The keyboard provides the main access to self test via a
menu of routines. As a routine is run, many individual
parameters are checked against limits. If there is a failure,
the condition is held and diagnostic information is displayed. The other items on the menu are service aids for
troubleshooting and adjustment in the form of many
specific tests that can be run and repeated individually.
Remote control of automatic self-test routines is provided
via the HP-IB, so it is possible to diagnose an instrument at a
distance, picking up failure information by requesting an
ASCII dump of the display contents. HP-IB runs always
include the processorbasic checks to give confidence in the
results.
The self-test package has been valuable in quality assurance and production testing, and in service support. It has
made fault descriptions more specific, speeded up troubleshooting and kept the objective of component-level repair within the realm of possibility.
The HP-lB package
The 3779AJBuses the HP-IB in two ways. First, the HP-IB
enhances the power of the instrument as a stand-alone
measurement system with automatic channel selection and
printing of results. Second, it allows the 3779A/B to be an
intelligent part of a distributed surveillance or production
test system. Thus, it is capable of controlling its own subsystem consisting of printer/scanner(s), or operating under
computer control.
The HP-IB addresses of the 3779A/B and all devices forming its subsystem, together with the address of the system
controller, are defined by entries in the HP-IB CONFIGURATION display. This display is accessedby pressing the HP-IB
ADDR/LOCAL key while Ihe 3779N8 is not under remote
control.
In a system containing a controller other than the
3779A18,the function of controlling the printer/scanner(s)
may be handled by either the 3779AlB or the other controller (computer). The assignment of the controller-in-charge
role then depends on the setting ofthe "take control" bits in
the HP-IB CONFIGURATION display.
Whenever the 3779AlB wants to use the bus in order to set
channels or print results, it will first detect the presence of
another controller in the system by sensing the state of the
HP-IB remote enable (REN)line. It assumes the presence of
another controller when REN is true [low). In this case, the
service request line ISRQ will be driven true by the 3779A/B
and on serial poll from the system controller, the 3779A/B
will either ask for controller-in-charge status, if the corresponding "take control" bit is set, or otherwise inform the
controller of the task reouired and execute it under comput-

er control.
Alternatively, if the REN line is false (high), the 3779A/B
will assume the system controller role, execute HP-IB operation, and relinquish system controller status on completion. However, the number of tasks it can accomplish while
system controller is limited to those programmed in its
internal ROMs. To extend its measurement and system
capability, it can be placed under computer control. Some
possible examples are:
r Different scanner configurations can be programmed.
r Measurement results can be processed statistically, displayed in a graphical format, and so on.
r Additional measurement sequences can be stored by the
system controller and distributed to other 3779A/Bs in
the system.
r The 3779A/B may be run under remote control.
The 3779AlB bus commands can be divided into three
groups:
r Display select codes; used to select a specific display.
r Dump codes; to dump display, parameter, or system data
on to the bus. Parameter or system data may be stored and
subsequently reloaded in any 377SAIB.
r Execute codes;these initiate a specific action such as run,
stop, functional test, etc.
Since the number of individual parameters in the
377SAIB is extremely large, a cursor based solution has
been used to program it from the front panel. Consequently,
the group of parameters corresponding to a measurement,
system description, or HP-IB configuration form the basic
programming entity for remote control of the 3779A/B.
Also, to increase the level of confidence in a remotely controlled 3779A18,a handshake to each command using positive ACKnowledge in addition to the usual error flagging
has been employed.
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VectorlmpedanceAnalysisto 1000MHz
This new impedance analyzermeasuresfourteen
impedanceparametersof two-terminalcomponents.
/f's /ast, stable, accurate,and wide-range.
by Toshio lchino, Hideo Ohkawara,and Noriyuki Sugihara

ADIO FREQUENCY impedance measurements,
traditionally made with manually balanced impedance bridges, have more recently been made with
analog vector impedance meters, Q meters, and network
analyzers. These have not always been satisfactory because of accuracy or dynamic range limitations. We wanted
to develop an RF impedance meter that overcame the deficiencies of conventional impedance meters and could be
used as a system component covering the HF to UHF measurement frequency range (1 MHz to 1000 MHz). The result,
Model 4191A RF Impedance Analyzer (Fig. r), is an instrument that is unparalleled in measurement speed, accuracy
and impedance measurement range.
This new analyzer's capabilities depend heavily on its
powerful microprocessor and arithmetic/logic unit. Measured data is digitally corrected according to stored calibration data and the corrected data is converted to the selected
parameters and displayed. This built-in processing power
makes it possible to maintain a friendly user interface while
meeting today's exacting customer requirements. The
analyzer can serve a wide variety of customer needs, including semiconductor and electronic component evaluation,
materials testing, and communications-related component
measurement.
Probably the key feature of the 4191A is that it is not a

conventional impedance meter that measures only impedance. It can display any form of impedance including inductance, capacitance, resistance,reactance, conductance,
dissipation factor, and so on. Its measurable-impedance
range is 1 milliohm to 100,000 ohms in impedance or 1
microsiemens to 50 siemens in admittance, wide enough
for most applications.
Measured parameters can be displayed as lz | ,lV | , e, n,
X, G, B, L, or C. Any measured parameter can also be displayed as a percent deviation from a reference set on the
front panel or programmed over the HP Interface Bus (HPIB).* As in conventional LCR meters, series or parallel equivalent circuit selection is provided. This wide selection
allows the user to choose the most suitable measurement for
the particular device under test.
A second major feature is the analyzer's accurate frequency settability. A frequency synthesizer generates the
test signal, which remains phase-locked to an internal
quartz reference oscillator. The frequency of the test signal
can be varied in 100-Hz steps from lMHz to 1000 MHz, The
100-Hz test frequency resolution is useful for measurements on high-Q devices such as quartz crystals. Frequency
start, stop, step, and auto or manual sweep controls facili'Compalible
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Fig. '1. Model 4191 RF lmped'
ance Analyzer measuresimpedancesfrom 1 mlb 100kA at frequencies from 1 to 1000 MHz.
Measurementsare accuratewithin
0.5"/" to 2"/" of reading The
analyzer has frequency sweep
capability, 4lz-digit resolution,
built-indc bias with sweep capability, high stability, and a selectron
of versatiletest ftxtures.
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tate the measurement of component characteristics.
A sweepable dc bias voltage, controllable in t0-millivolt
steps to +40.00 volts, is also included. This feature permits
a very accurate plot of semiconductor characteristics (C-V
plot).
HP-IB capability is standard and is useful in quality assurance tests or automated testing. All front-panel settings
are remotely programmable and the measured data can be
transmitted over the bus for calculation or manipulation.
This feature contributes to lowering the cost of measurement and saving measurement time. With a desktop computer on the HP-IB, complex measurement control, statistical data analysis, and production of graphic plots of the
measured data are possible.
A built-in backuo memorv memorizes all the calibration

rg.g v

20.9 v

4B.g v

Fig.2. (a) Capacitance and resistance of a varactordiode as functions of frequency, measured with
the 4191A lmpedanceAnalyzerat
tvvodifferent bias voltages.(b) C'V
characteristics of the varactol
diode at two test freouencies.

data for error correction and all the measurement settings.
This is an important convenience for making measurements that are repeated daily. The analyzer can store up to
two independent measurement setups. A memorized
front-panel setup, including frequency and bias, can be
recalled instantly by pressing the recall key.
In UHF impedance measurements, test fixture design is
very important. Model 4191A offers a precision coax test
fixture, a convenient spring-clip fixture for holding chip
components, and a conventional Q-meter/R-X meter
binding-post fixture. Transistor impedance measurements
can also be done with a network analyzer fixture by extending the DUT port with an air line. For circuit probing, a
needle-tip probe is available.
The optional analog output offers an inexpensive way to
JANUARy
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make a permanent record of measured data. This option
provides dc output voltagesproportional to the displayed
data.The swept bias or swept frequency capabilitiescan be
used with this option to plot the bias or frequency characteristicsof a component.Figs. 2, 3, and 4 are examplesof
typical measurementresults.
Gamma Measurement
The basic measurementoerformedbv the 4191A RF Im-

pedance Analyzer is a reflection coefficient measurement.
The analyzer measures the vector ratio of the incident wave
(from the measurement port to the device under test) to the
reflected wave (from the device under test to the measurement port). The concept and principle are the same as for a
port reflection coefficient (s11 or s22) measurement made
by a network analyzer. Knowing the reflection coefficient f ,
the impedance of the device under test (DUT) can be found
as follows:
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Fig. 4. C-G measurements on
glass-epoxy and teflon-epoxy
printed circuit boards. The conductance curve shows that the
glass-epoxyboard becomeslossy
at high frequencies.

Error Correction in the Impedance
Analyzer
Systematicerrorsin the 4191A RF lmpedanceAnalyzercan be
measuredby calibrating
the analyzerusingthe short,open,and 50O
standardsthatare provided.Once theseerrorshavebeen measured
and stored,the analyzerautomaticallycorrectsmeasurementsmade
on unknowndevicesundertest (DUTs).
lf we write f for the true reflectioncoefficientof the DUT and f- for
the measuredreflectioncoefficientof the DUT, then:

f':€oo*#'

e"' I

(1)

tracking;and
wheree*, 061and €11dr€,respectively,
the directivity,
mismatcherrorsof the receiversection,
lf we write f.no,, for f, of the short standard,foo"n for fm of the
open standard,and fo for f.of the 50O standard,then:
fsnon = fm (f = -1)

= eoo

*;

Q)

-Fo p e n : F ' m 1
\ -F :

fo:fm(f:

0):eoo

(4)

whereA is the reflectioncoefficientof the open standard.The open
standard is a shielded open termination,and its capacitance
value is derivedtheoretically.
Thereare three unknownfactorsin
.l
equation , and we have three equations(2, 3, and 4), so we can
solvefor equation1:
F, (frnor - Fopun)A
f=

(5)

F.no,t. iop"n (1 +A) - F, (Foo"n+ A f",,o,,)

Where F., f.6on, and ioo"n are, respectively,f. - fo, f"5on -fo,
and foo"n - fo.
The 4191A solvesequation5 to derivethe true reflectioncoefficient of the DUT, then convertsthis value to the requiredparametersfor disolav.

'-:]*

so(ohms)

The selection of reflection coefficient as the basic measurement mode provides the following advantages:
1,. Easy remote control. A measurement is done and the
data processed digitally. There is no need to tune a
variable air capacitor.
2. Extension of the DUT port with 50-ohm transmission
line is possible.
3. Traceable impedance standards (0O 50O, 0S) can be
used for system calibration.
On the other hand, the measured DUT is not always close to
50 ohms. Generally speaking, measurement accuracy is
poor for purely reactive components or those close to 0C)
and 0S (short and open circuits).
To narrow the gap between its theoretical limits and its

Open Capacitance
Theopenend of a coaxiallineshouldlooklikean idealopencircuit,
but actuallyit can be shownthatthe lineis terminatedin a capacitive
admittancebecause of the effect of fringe fields and radiation.
The 4191A'sopen-circuitstandardis an open termination
cap or
shielded open, lt is a short cylinder that mates with the test port
connector,and its discontinuity
capacitanceis approximately
0.082
pF. The reflectioncoefficientof this capacitanceis the factorA used
in the errorcorrectionequation(5).
Calibration Data Interpolation
Duringcalibration,
the 4.'|91Adividesthe frequencyrangeentered
by theuserinto50 equalorlogarithmic
intervals.
Theinstrument
takes
calibrationdata at 51 points and stores it in its memory.
When the measurementfrequencydoes not coincide with one of
the calibrationpoints,the 4191A interpolatesbetweencalibration
pointsand carriesout the errorcorrectionprocess.Srncethe simplest
interpolation,
a linearapproximation,
often producesconsiderable
error,a cubic interpolation
is done using a Lagrangeinterpolation
formula.A cubic curve that passesthroughfour calibrationpoints,
two beforethe measurementfrequencyand two after the measurement frequency,is generated.The valueof this curve at the measurementfrequencyis the value used for error correction.
Electrical Length Compensation
Whena DUTis mountedat theend ol a 50Otransmission
linethatis
extendedfromthe referenceplaneof the 4191A,the incidentwave
travelsthroughthe extended line from the test port to the DUT.The
reflectedwavetravelsthroughthe linefromthe DUTto the test port,
Assumingthatthe extendedtransmission
lineis a good 50O lossless
line,the reflection
measuredat the referenceplanediffers
coefficient
in phaseby twice the electricallengthof the linefromthe trueDUT
reflectioncoefficient.lf the userentersthe lengthof the linevia the
keyboard,the 4191A compensatesfor the phase shift of the extendedline.The compensatingequationis:
i2al
f:

I,

eT

Wheref, is f at the referenceplane,I is the lengthof the extension,
and c is the velocityof light,

actual performance, the 4191A had to be carefully designed. To maintain a wide measurement range and acceptable accuracy, severe requirements had to be placed on the
test signal residual noise and the signal-to-noise ratio and
accuracy of the RF-to-IF sampling frequency converter and
receiver. To improve accuracy further, the measured data is
error-correctedusing prestored 0O, 50f), and 0S calibration
data. In this way any residual error in the system is eliminated. From this accurate reflection coefficient measurement, further parameter conversion is done with stored
programs. Thus impedance, admittance, capacitance, or
inductance are easily determined,

RF Bridge
The major sections of the impedance analyzer are the RF
bridge, the signal source, the receiver, and the digital secpAcKARD
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tion.
The RF bridge is a directional bridge for measuring the
reflection coefficient of the DUT (seeFig. 5). The test signal
from the signal source section is fed to this section and
divided into two halves by a power splitter. One of these
signals, after attenuation and electrical length compensation, becomes the reference channel output signal to the
receiver section.
The other signal from the power splitter is fed to the
directional bridge after passing through a 6-dB attenuator/
dc bias circuit. A balun transformer directs this signal into
two channels. One goes to an internal standard 50-ohm
resistor and the other goes to the DUT port. The voltage
across the standard resistor and that across the DUT are
combined to form the test channel output. When the DUT
port is terminated in 50 ohms, the bridge is balanced and
the test channel output is zero.
The test and reference channel outputs from the RF
bridge go to the receiver section, where they are downconverted, synchronously detected, and processed by a
dual-slope integrator to measure their vector ratio.
The key component of the RF bridge is the balun transformer (unbalanced-to-balanced transformation). It is
wound with fine semirigid coaxial cable on a toroidal ferrite
core. This construction maintains sufficient balance over
the frequency range of 1 to 1000 MHz. The entire RF bridge
section is temperature-controlled by a heater and a temperature control circuit.
Signal Source Section
The objective of the signal source is to deliver a O-dBm RF
signal to the RF bridge at frequencies from 1.0 to 1000.0
MHz. For high-resolution impedance measurements with
good repeatability, the RF signal must be accurate, stable,
and low-noise. Such a signal is generated by indirect synthesis using phase-locked loops and low-noise voltage controlled oscillators (VCOsl.

The block diagram of the signal source section of the
4191A is shown in Fig. 6. The basic concept is to phase-lock
the 250-to-500-MHz VCO #1 to a harmonic of a 100-kHz
signal derived from a crystal oscillator and then convert the
VCO output to a 1.0-to-1000.0-MHz signal by mixing, dividing, and doubling.
VCO #1, a high-speed divide-by-N counter, and a phaselocked loop are used to generate a 250.1-to-500.O-MHzsignal with 100-kHz frequency resolution. The frequency
range of VCO #1 is divided into nine frequency bands by
switching inductors in the VCO tuning circuit under control of the Iogic section, so that a stable and low-noise signal
can be generated. The division of the frequency range by
switching inductors makes the VCO less sensitive to noise
(tuning sensitivity is about 2 MHzIY) and improves phaselock speed.
The divide-by-N counter, which is composed of a -:10/
+11 ECL prescaler and high-speed TTL programmable
counters, converts the 250-to-500-MHz VCO signal to a
100-kHz pulse signal that is compared to the reference
100-kHz signal in the phase/frequency detector. The phase/
frequency detector output is integrated to produce an error
signal that tunes the VCO until phase lock is achieved.
T h e 2 5 0 . 1 - t o - 5 0 0 - M H zp h a s e - l o c k e ds i g n a l w i t h 1 0 0 - k H z
resolution is used to generate other frequencies in three
ways. Test signals from 1.0 to 32.0 MHz are produced by
tuning the phase-locked signal so the output of the first +2
circuit is between 201.0 and 232.O MHz and mixing this
signal with the 200-MHz local oscillator signal. Test signals
from 32.1 to 250.0 MHz are obtained by selecting and filtering the appropriate output of the +2, +4, +B ECL divider
chain with the phase-locked signal tuned so that one of
these three outputs is at the desired frequency. Eight selectable lumped low-pass filters are used to reduce harmonics
from the dividers. Test signals from 500.2 to 1000.0 MHz are
obtained by filtering the output of the doubler, which is a
transistor full-wave rectifier. Varactor-tuned bandpass fil-

Electrical Length Compensation

Directional Bridge

dc Eias
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Fig. 5. RF bildge section of the
4 191A lmpedance Analyzer.

ters are used to reduce subharmonics caused by the doubler.
Leveling of the output signal is achieved by feeding back
an ALC (automatic level control) signal to the PIN modulators in each frequency path. The ALC signal is an error
voltage from the receiver section. Output power level at
the test port is about -20 dBm tr.S dB from 1.0 MHz to
1.0 GHz. Test port power level variations are mainly the
result of cable losses in the RF bridge and the conversion
loss of the sampler in the receiver section.
Frequency resolution of 100 Hz (Option 002) is obtained
by adding two more lock loops, a low-frequency synthesizer loop and a summing loop. In 100-Hz frequency resolution operations, the 250-to-500-MHz VCO #1 is phaselocked to a harmonic of the 100-kHz reference to produce a
signal between 249.'1,and 499.0-MHz.
In the low-frequency synthesizer loop, the output signal
of the 100-to-11O-MHz VCO, which is phase-locked to a
harmonic of a 1O-kHz reference, is divided by 100 to generate a low-noise 1.0000-to-1.1000-MHz signal with 100-Hz
frequency resolution. This signal is fed to the phase detector of a summing loop.
The 250-to-500-MHz VCO #2 is phase-locked such that
the difference frequency of VCO #1. andVCO #2 is equal to
the frequency of the low-frequency synthesizer loop, so the
output frequency of VCO #2 is 25O.1,OOO-to-500.0000-MHz
with 100-Hz frequency resolution.

The search generator, controlled by the frequency detector, is used to improve the phase-lock speed of the summing
loop. It rapidly tunes VCO #2 towards the phase-lock frequency. When the VCO #2 frequency is near the lock frequency, the frequency detector stops the search generator
and the loop is allowed to lock.
Receiver Section
A block diagram of the receiver section is shown in Fig. 7.
The 1.O-to-1000.0-MHzRF signals from the RF bridge are
down-converted to 100-kHz intermediate-frequency (IF)
signals by a precision sampler and low-noise phase lock
Ioop. the sampler acts like a harmonic mixer in a
heterodyne frequency converter. After down-conversion
the reference and test channel IF signals are synchronously
detected and processedby the dual-slope integrator to measure their vector ratio.
The low-noise VCO, which covers a 60-to-90-MHz frequency range in five bands, drives the programmable divider, which divides the VCO frequency by a factor between
B and 60. The 1.1-to-11.25-MHz square-wave signal from
the programmable divider drives a step-recovery diode,
which generates sampling pulses about 300 picoseconds
wide.
Variations of the sampling efficiency of the samplers in
both receiver channels are kept to a minimum by careful
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LPF = Low-PassFilter
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Detector

F,9.7. 4191A receiversectlon down-convertsand detectsthe testand reference signalsfrom
the RF bridge, and measures the vector ratio of lhese slgna/s to determine the reflection
coefficientof the device under test.
design of the samplers and the sampling pulse generator.
An external signal source up to 2 GHz can be phase locked
without degradation of the sampling efficiency.
When the RF test frequency is changed, the band of the
60-to-90-MHz VCO and the dividing factor P of the programmable divider are set to their proper conditions under
control of the logic section. The search generator starts to
sweep the 60-to-90-MHz VCO from high to low frequency.
When the intermediate frequency is about 1S0 kHz, the
frequency detector stops the search generator and the phase
detector takes control of the 60-to-90-MHz VCO to establish
phase lock.
An automatic level control (ALC) signal is generated by
the level detector and sent to the signal source section to
maintain a -20-dBm output power level at the test port.
Part of the reference IF signal, which is proportional to RF
power, is full-wave rectified to a dc level in the level detector. The ALC signal is the amplified difference between this
dc level and a reference dc level corresponding to -20 dBm
at the test port.
The response of the ALC circuit is relatively slow compared with the search speed. Therefore, the ALC circuit is
inactivated during search conditions. However, with no
ALC signal applied to the PIN modulators in the signal
source section, the RF power level at the RF bridge and the
samplers could be excessive, causing the samplers to produce distorted IF signals that might result in false operation
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of the frequency detector in the receiver section. To avoid
this problem a dc voltage is applied to the PIN rnodulators
when a search is in progress, keeping the RF power small,
but sufficient for frequency detection. When the frequency
detector stops the search generator, this dc voltage is disconnected and the ALC circuit is enabled agarn.
A portion of the reference IF signal is fed to the Cr-G.
circuit, where accurate 0oand g0oreference signals used for
the synchronous detector are generated. The 0o and g0o
components of the test signal and the g0' component of the
reference signal are detected with respect to the 0" component of the reference signal. These four analog values are
converted to digital signals by dual-slope integration and
the vector ratio of the test signal and the reference signal is
computed in the logic section.l
Sampler
The 1-to-1000-MHz measurement signal is downconverted to a constant 100-kHz IF by the sampling frequency converter (see Fig. B).
The test signal from the RF bridge is terminated by a
50-ohm terminator. This signal is then fed to a sampling
gate consisting of four Schottky barrier diodes. This gate
turns on when a sampling pulse approximately 300
picoseconds wide is applied to it. The sampled RF signal
charges the hold capacitor and this voltage is held until the
next sampling pulse occurs. The hold voltage is buffered by

semirigid coaxialbalun transformeris used insteadof the
type balun (twisted pair wound around a fer"orrrr"ntio.rul
rite core).
Digital Section
Fig. I shows the overall block diagram of the digital
section. AII data and analog controls are managed by an
M6800 microprocessor. The control data to the analog circuits and the front panel is transmitted serially.
The battery memory back-up retains the error correction
data and instrument settings when the line power is turned
off.

Test Fixtures

BF Signal
Port

Sampling
Pulse Port

-

dc Bias

+

Fig. 8. Hybrid-tntegrated circuit sampler acts as a mixer to
down-convertthe 11o-1000-MHzmeasurementslqna/s.
an amplifier with high input impedance.
Since the sampler must have a flat frequency characteristic over the measurement frequency range, maintain Iow
signal-to-noise ratio over a wide impedance measurement
range, and be stable enough to provide sufficient accuracy,
a thin-film hybrid circuit is used. For stable propagation
delay between the sampling pulse port and the RF port, a

Applications of the Model 4191A are extended by carefully designed test fixtures and accessories.Four different
types of test fixtures are available for various measurement
frequency ranges and accuracies. For circuit probing, a
probe is available.
Model 4191A is calibrated at the DUT port by short, open,
and 50O termination standards. These termination standards are furnished. The DUT port is the reference calibration plane for all measurements.
Before using a test fixture, one must enter the electrical
length indicated on the fixture via the keyboard. The open
admittance [stray capacitance)of the test fixture can then be
measured before the DUT measurement, so that it can be
offset by the microprocessor. This significantly improves
measurement accuracy in high-impedance measurements.
Similarly, the short-circuit impedance of the test fixture
can be cancelled if the furnished shorting bar is used to
make an offset measurement before the DUT measurement.
This significantly improves accuracy in low-impedance
measurements.
The 16091A (see Fig. 10) is a coaxial test fixture. It is a
cavity type fixture so that any radiation error is minimized.
To calibrate it, the calibration standard is mounted on the
end surface of the APC-7 connector at the point where the
DUT is connected. The low-potential end of the fixture (i.e.,
ground) is shorted by a shorting spring. This shorting
spring slides along the inside wall of the cavity to minimize
the short-circuit impedance. The cavity configuration
minimizes measutement errors at frequencies up to 1000
MHz. To mount small DUTs in the fixture, gold-plated pins
are attached to the DUT.
The 160924 (see Fig. 11) is a spring-clip type of fixture
usable through 500 MHz. It is convenient for the measure-

I

Analog-to-Digital
Converter

Analog
Circuits

Front
Panel

Fig.9. 4197A digitalsection.An
M6800microprocessormanages
all operations.
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Parameter Conversion
The 4191A BF lmpedance Analyzerfundamentallymeasuresthe
reflectioncoefficientoJthe deviceundertest (DUT)and thenconverts
thasmeasurementintootherparameters,such as impedance,admil
tance, inductanceand capacitance.The conversionequationsmay
be summarizedas follows(Zo = 50 ohms):
lmpedance
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ment of small chip capacitors or axial-lead components.
The DUT is mounted by pressing the spring, inserting the
DUT, and releasing the spring. This fixture is particularly
convenient when minimum dielectric loss in the insulator
and low series loss are desirable.
The 16093A and t6093B (see Fig. L2]|arc conventional
binding post test fixtures similar to those used with R-X and

Vertical Seclion
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Q meters. These are useful up to 250 MHz or 125 MHz,
respectively.
The 160944 (see Fig. 13) is a probe fixture that is
mounted at the tip of a precision coaxial cable.It is useful
for measuringimpedancein circuits up to 125 MHz.
The extension capability of the DUT port is another important feature of Model 4191A. Measurement of the

Fig. 10. 16091Acoaxialfixtureset
conslsts of cavity-type ftxtures
useful up to 1000MHz.

dk"',,,',,',.
,

'{--.q*
,

:$3 u!r.s
Fig. 13. 16094Aprobe fixture,mountedat the tip of a precision coaxial cable, is useful to 125 MHz.

verticalSection
Fig. 11. 16092Aspring clip fixtureis usefulthrough500 MHz
for small chip capacttorsor axral-leadcomponents.
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Fig. 12. 16093Aand 160938binding postfixturesare useful
up to 250 MHz and 125 MHz, respectively.
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 4191A RF lmpedance Analyzer
P A R A M E T E R SM E A S U R E D Tl Z l - e , l Y l - e , ] f l ( r e f t e c t i o nc o € t f i c i e n r ) - O
R,- X , c - 8 ,
fx-fv (rectangular
coordinatedisplayot f), L-R.G D O, C-R.G D.Q.
olsFLAY: 41h-digilmax., max. display 19999 count.
OEVIATION MEASUREMENT: Displays measured value deviation (A) from stored
reference,or deviation in percent (Aol")for all parameters.
MEASURINGSIGNAL: InternalSynthesizer:
FBEQUENCYBANGE: 1 MHz to 1000MHz
FREOUENCYSTEPS: 100 kHz (1 to 5OOMHz),2OOkHz (500 to 1OO0MHz)
FREQUENCYACCURACY:r3 ppm
SIGNALLEVEL(terminatedwith 50{)): -20t3 dBm
MEASUREM€NTMODE:
SPOT MEASUBEMENT:Measuresspecificfrequency(or bias vottage).
SWEEPMEASUREMENT:Linearsweep measurementor logarithmic
sweep measurements.
AUTOCALIBRATION:
Automaticetrorcompensalion
relerencedto connectedtermination.
REFERENCETERMINATIONS:
0o. 50O. 0S.
CALIBFIATION
FREQUENCIES:
51 frequenciesbetweenstartand stop frequencies.
NOTE:Frequencyerrorcorrection
lor olherthancalibratio;lrequencies
is automatically
doneby third-degree
interpolation.
Automatically
compensates
for opencapacitance
ol
0.082pF with 0S termination.
ELECTHICAL LENGTH COMPENSATION:Automalic compensationfor electrical
length0 to 99.99cm.
DC BIAS: Internaldc Bias:
VOLTAGERANGE: 40.00Vto +40.0OV,10 mV steps.
SETTINGACCURACY:t(0.1% ol setring+ 10 mV).
KEY STATUSMEMORY:Measurementconditionsset by front panelkeys can be stored
and recalled.
MEASURINGTEFMINAL:APC-7 connector.
HP-lB DATA OUTPUTAND REMOTECONTROL:Furnished.
MEASURINGRESOLUTIONAND ACCURACY:
f MEASUREMENT:
lf I, fx, fy ACCURACIES:0.0035+ 0.0000'tf

input/output impedance of a transistor is easily done using
this capability. The DUT port is extended with a coaxial
airline and attached to the HP 116008/116002B Transistor
Fixture. Calibration is done at the input of the transistor
fixture. Another practical but irnportant application is
temperature tests. By extending the DUT port with a precision APC-7 coaxial airline, the temperature characteristics
of a DUT mounted in an oven may be taken. Maximum
extendable length depends'upon the measurement frequency and accuracy needed, but generally up to 1 m extension (approximately) is possible without significant degradation of the measurement accuracy.
Acknowledgments
Without the involvement and the efforts of many people,

lfl, fx, fv RESOLUTION:0.0001
lrl, rx, I'; TyptcAL AccuRActES: o.oo11+ o.ooooo4Tl
O ACCURACY:(0.0035- O.OOOOIf)/
fl (rad.)
O MAX. BESOLUTION;0.01'
where f = measuringfrequencyin MHz
MEASUBINGTIME; < 800 ms. < 250 ms in High-SpeedMode.
SIGNALSETTLINGTIME (whenfrequencyis changed):<200 ms.

General lnformation
OPERATINGTEMPEFATURE:0 to 55'C, RelativeHumidity:<95% at 4O'C.
-50/",48 lo 66 Hz.
POWER:100, 120,220V ! 100/o,240V
+ 100/o
POWERCONSUMPTION:l50VA max.
OIMENSIONS;Aporox.425.5mm W x 230 mm H x 574 mm D.
WEIGHT: Apptox.24k9 (standardmodel).
ACCESSORY FURNISHED:Accessory Case (with FleterenceTerminationsOO, 5OO
and 0S).
OPTIONS
OPTION002: InternalSynthesizerin 1OO/20(r
Hz steps.
OPTION0O4:RecorderOutoul.
ACCESSORIESAVAILABLE:
16091ACOAXIALFIXTURESET: Measuringfrequency:1 MHz to lOOOMHz.
16092ASPRINGCLIP FIXTURE:Measuringfrequency:1 to 500 i{Hz.
J60934 BINDINGPOST FIXTUFIE:Distancebetweenposts:approx.T mm. Measuring
frequency:I to 250 MHz.
160938BINOINGPOST FIXTURE:Distancebetweenposts:approx.15 mm or'18 mm.
Recommendedmeasuringfrequency:1 to 125 MHz.
16094APBOBE FIXTURE:Measuringfrequency:1 to 125 MHz.
PRICESlN U.S.A.:4191A,$14,260.Option002, $1680.Option004, 9445.
MANUFACTURINGDIVISION:Yokogawa-HewlettPackard
Ltd.
9-1, Takakura-cho,
Hachioji-shi
Tokyo,Japan, 192
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Shiratori and Takashi Saitoh for mechanical design,
Tsuneji Nakayasu for industrial design and test fixtures,
and Hiroshi Sakayori for the hybrid sampler. Hitoshi
Noguchi provided the framework. Special thanks are due to
Masahide Nishida for his general management and encouragemenl.
Reference
1. K. Maeda and Y. Narimatsu, "Multi-Frequency LCR
Meters Test Components under Realistic Conditions",
Hewlett-Packard Journal, February 1979.
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